Assessed for eligibility (n=646)

Enrollment

randomised for the intervention trial MAKS n=139

Analysed at Baseline n= 139

Dropout

9 dead
5 refused
23 met dropout criteria
41 only 6-months data available because of study design*

after 12 months recording of E-ADL-Test n=61

Dropout

36 dead
4 moved away

after 22 months recording of care level: n=99
of these persons with valid E-ALD-scores at 12 months: n=54

500 Excluded

5 deaf
6 other reasons
10 blind
32 physical reasons (for example dialysis)
47 no degenerative dementia according to attending physician
53 unable to communicate
63 unwilling to participate
131 MMSE score ≥24
153 care level 3/bedridden